
 
 

Android SDK Engineer 
 
About Apptimize: 
 
Apptimize is transforming mobile development by enabling mobile teams to instantly 
change their native apps whenever they want, with zero coding and no re-deployment. We 
believe mobile apps are how every person will interact with every company, and that 
mobile development is the future of how people will innovate.  
 
Apptimize is driving the change that will lead to the next generation of mobile innovation. 
We’ve been selling for less than 1 year and our customers include Ebay, Rakuten, Vevo, 
Nook, Flipagram, and Capital One.  Join us for the most exciting, rewarding, and 
accelerated growth period of your life. Candidates often remark we have one of the 
strongest teams they’ve ever met (seriously, check out apptimize.com/team) and we’re 
excited for you to join us!  
 
We are looking for curious teammates passionate about new technology, open to giving 
and receiving feedback without ego, intensely focused on the right things, and committed 
to our work. We are a team where the right kind of ambition will make us all increasingly 
formidable and rich. Founded in 2013 in Silicon Valley, we are 2.5 years old, 23 people, 
and raised our Series A one year after Y Combinator.  
 
About the Role: 
 
The Apptimize Android SDK is a key component in our mission to transform mobile 
development. Our customers rely on our SDK’s power and performance. Your job is to 
continually improve our SDK pushing the limits of power and performance. 
 
Responsibilities: 
 
* build more power into the Apptimize Android SDK required for new innovation 
* maintain existing SDK features and performance 
* dig into Android documentation and source to understand how everything works 



* recommend and implement architecture improvements within the SDK 
* recommend architecture improvements to interfaces with other Apptimize components 
* improve the SDK interfaces we expose to customer developers 
* recommend new features for our SDK 
 
Requirements: 
 
* software engineering expertise + data structures & algorithms 
* Java expert 
* Android - deep understanding of the system 
* curious to learn more about how Android works 
* commitment & initiative 
* strategic thinking, weigh options and makes decisions 
* prioritizes well 
* detail oriented 
* knowledge of git, HTTP, REST, WebSockets 
 
Great to have: 
 
* Android app development 
* Android SDK development 
* other mobile experience 
 
 
To apply: 
 
If you think you are a fit please email jobs@apptimize.com with your resume and cover 
letter.  


